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Two hundred fiftyfirst International Plea

Date: Wed, 30 Oct 2019 19:07
Subject: Spain’s persecution against public advocation for Biblical Christianity.

Christian never-married innocent man, who wants to marry a Christian woman, is
excommunicated/banished by all churches in Sweden, is ousted from Swedish society, and is
devoid of humane future in Sweden − because of Sweden’s heartless pastors and heretic priests,
and due to Sweden’s satanic politicians and Sweden’s aggressively
anti-Christian culture.

Current:
I am currently in Alicante, Spain.
In Alicante, Spain, and its neighbouring towns, there are zero churches where I am truly welcome. In the province
of Valencia, Spain, there is not a single church anywhere that truly welcomes me to fellowship. Every single
church in Alicante and its surrounding cities in southern Spain, which I have contacted several times previously,
have all rejected me explicitly, implicitly, covertly or passively. In Spain, there is no church where I am welcome
and able to communicate with single women, and therefore, it is impossible for God to connect a woman of His
choice for me to marry. In Alicante as everywhere else, the pastors/priests of churches are the impediments to
God’s blessing of appointed Christian marriage. The vast majority of pastors/priests of churches everywhere
follow the lead of satan in their satanic prevention of God’s goodness. Essentially, the leaders of the churches
behave like satan in their spiteful persecution.
Everywhere on earth, satanic pastors of churches have obstructed me from possibility of a Christian marriage.
Because of obstruction by the satanic pastors of churches everywhere, I have never had any opportunity in life
to marry a Christian woman. Utterly evil leaders of churches everywhere, have denied me the fundamental
human condition to marry a woman. Satan truly is in charge of essentially all the churches worldwide, through
professional pastors and priests.
Spanish Police and Spanish municipal governments violate human rights in their continuous anti-Christian pursuits.:

The Spanish Police and the municipal governments of Alicante, Elx and Santa Pola in Spain have previously confronted
Torsten and explicitly prohibited Torsten from handing out Biblical information about Jesus Christ to people in any
public place within their municipalities in Spain. The Spanish Police have on multiple previous occasions approached
Torsten and ordered Torsten to not evangelise with “unauthorised” Christian leaflets. Consequently, the cat-and-mouse
“game” by Spanish Police continued; Torsten evangelising with recurring police pursuits and Torsten subsequently
walking away/hiding from police, and then continuing to evangelise once the police pursuit was over, and the police
were out of sight. Spain’s Police consequently disregard the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights articles 18, 19
and 20 and ignore the European Convention on Human Rights articles 9 and 10. (ECHR is known for its anti-Christian
interpretations, and thus, paper exercises to ECHR is a futile endeavour for human rights justice.) Alicante City Council
violates international human rights in their religious restrictions: http://www.kyrkor.be/Ayuntamiento-de-Alicante-y-la-PoliciaNacional-en-Espana.htm When Torsten previously inquired for legal defence, neither a single lawyer within Spain nor from
Europe nor USA, wanted to challenge Spain’s anti-Christian local governments’ prohibition and Spanish Polices’
enforcement against “unauthorised” leaflet distribution of Biblical information about Jesus Christ on public property.
Spain’s anti-Christian oppression by Spanish municipal governments and their Spanish Police is far from a cure to the
increasing secularisation of Spain, but it contributes to a weakening of Christian influence on values by its people and
society (moral decay), and inevitably reinforces other anti-Christian forces (ex. Islam). So, to some extent, Spain
perhaps deserves the future that it inadvertently establishes for itself, as Spain continues to persecute against Biblical
Christianity. The attitude-remnant of General Francisco Franco’s previous dictatorship in Spain is prevalent in
contemporary Spain’s “democracy” and in its continued disrespect of fundamental human rights. Spain’s continued
repression of Biblical Christianity and its anti-evangelism persecution by Spain’s neo-Francoist Madridian ‘Guardia Civil’
and by Spain’s incompetent ‘Policia Local’, inevitably only serve to harm Spain.
Franco’s legacy still saturate Spain’s corrupt society.:

https://www.breitbart.com/news/spain-where-francos-legacy-inspires-love-and-loathing/

Leaders of churches, everywhere on earth, are satanically determined to deliberately destroy the life of the
innocent Christian person Torsten. Everywhere on earth, leaders of churches intentionally isolate innocent
Torsten through the church-leaders’ utter lies, false accusations, slander, evictions, banishments and collusive
persecutions against innocent Torsten. Through facts and by the evidences, it is sensible and proper to conclude
that satan is in control of the minds and hearts of leaders of churches, worldwide.
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